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A Toast to a Half-Filled Tumbler






Business survey gets a one-handed grip
But still clearly below par overall
Inflation indicators more middling than strong
Market reaction muted
Immigration meanwhile refusing to abate
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If New Zealand’s business glass appeared drained after
the news of the new government, it has arguably just
been topped up to half full. At one level, today’s ANZ
business outlook survey was encouraging. Its net
confidence reading, in particular, rebounded to -19, from
its prior result, of -38, back in December. At another level,
however, it obviously remains clearly below par, and thus
well south of where it was riding, going into September’s
election.
Own-activity expectations have, since the election, held
up better than general confidence. And they nudged up to
+20 in February, from +16 in December. Still, they are a
bit below their long-term average, of +28 (and when we
seasonally adjust February’s result, we get a lesser +18).
To be clear, this is not inconsistent with the very nearterm view we hold on the economy. That it is probably
running a bit on the slow side for the meantime. But we
will need to see such real-economy indicators strengthen
over the coming months in order to be consistent with the
GDP growth pick we forecast, starting around mid-year.
There is time, but also a firm expectation.
In this respect, we’ll also need to keep an eye on such
spirit-driven things as employment and investment
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intentions. These were also below trend in February’s ANZ
survey, even with their respective lifts from December.
Looking further through the detail of today’s ANZ survey,
it was clear that its rebound was fairly widespread,
however. We had wondered if it might have been mostly
to do with agriculture coming back from the abyss it was
seeing in December. This is especially as the viciously
dry weather from late last year has since given way to
well sodden fields on account of the abundant New Year
rains (not to mention improved dairy auction prices, amid
strong export commodity prices in general). To be sure,
agriculture was much less negative this month (albeit still
lagging).
But there has also been a decent move up amongst
other industries, and in other ways of slicing and dicing
the figures. From this we surmise that New Zealand’s
business sector is less grumpy about the new Labour-led
government. More time, and information, has no doubt
helped on this score.
But that’s not to overlook a couple of policy developments
that have arguably given some solace to the business
sector too. One example is the commitment to free trade,
and global connectedness, that the new government’s
perseverance with the TPP – sorry, CPTPP – intimates.
And that it will need National’s support in order for New
Zealand to sign up to it.
The other is the compromise already made about the
Labour party’s promise to ditch the 90-day probation
period around hiring, with the NZ First party demanding
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that it remains in place for small to medium firms – where
the mutual benefits are arguably the greatest. This is probusiness, albeit not wholeheartedly so.

Abatement, What Abatement?
Net inflow (000s)
100

In this the business sector is probably best to think about
how New Zealand’s parliament will pass policy, rather
than simply the Labour party. Nonetheless, there are no
doubt many other policies that the business sector is
understandably still worried about.
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If the confidence measures in today’s ANZ survey were
much mended, and its activity indicators not so bad, its
inflation gauges slipped. Inflation expectations moderated
to 2.07%, from the 2.25% they (surprisingly) jumped to in
December. Own pricing intentions also lost a bit of gas in
February, with +25.1, compared to December’s strong
reading of +29.1.
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Even so, they are the sort of complementary information
on inflation that could prove important, in the context of
the very near-term dip we expect in annual CPI inflation, to
just +0.9% in Q1 2018, and will be slow to pick up after
that. We believe the RBNZ will do its best to look through,
and past, this trough as the transitory phase it is, although
there is a risk the market might not.
As for market reaction to this afternoon’s business survey,
there wasn’t anything discernable. While NZD initially
dipped – presumably with a focus on the slower inflation
gauges – it was soon back to where it was, as it arguably
digested the decent move up in the survey more
generally.
But as a reminder that governments, and central banks,
are hardly the be all and end all of what drives the
economy, we note that net inward migration to New
Zealand continues to run very high. Assumptions that it
will somehow “naturally” abate continue to be
confounded by the data.
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In fact, the net inflow strengthened for the fourth month
in a row in January, to a seasonally adjusted +6,210.
The all-time high was +6,430 back in September 2016, so
we’re within spitting distance of that again. If numbers like
these continue, people might well start questioning the
new government’s resolve to crack down on migration.
For the meantime it remains a massive macro matter.
While migrant departures are still rising, slightly,
arrivals are doing so again now too. The latter is despite
broadly softer arrivals on student and residency visas,
with migrants coming in on work visas continuing to
march forever higher. All the while, the unemployment
rate continues to edge down, suggesting it’s all very
absorbable.
Meanwhile, short-term visitor arrivals remained strong in
January, albeit were about flat on a year ago, after a
strong run over recent months.
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